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GERMAN EXPRESSIONIST STYLE

FACTFILE:
GCE AS LEVEL
MOVING IMAGE ARTS

Learning outcomes
Students should be able to: 
•  demonstrate an awareness of the relationship 

between German Expressionist Cinema and the 
expressionist movement in art; 

•  understand the industrial context of German 
Expressionist Cinema and the German film 
industry’s own studio system; 

•  identify the formalist style of German 
Expressionism and explain how it challenged the 
conventions of the continuity style; 

•  discuss the following elements of German 
Expressionist Cinema and explain their purpose in 
key works of expressionist cinema: 

 – iconography
 – setting; 
 – narrative; 
 – style; 
 – characters; and
 – themes. 

German Expressionist Style

Course content

The German cinema of the early 1920’s is invariably 
associated with Expressionism and films such 
as The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari (Robert Wiene, 
1920), Nosferatu (F.W. Murnau, 1922), Metropolis 
(Fritz Lang, 1927), The Last Laugh (F.W. Murnau, 
1924), Doctor Mabuse:The Gambler (Fritz Lang, 
1922) and M (Fritz Lang, 1931).

Expressionism and Modern Art
In the first decades of the twentieth century, 
a revolution took place in virtually all the 
arts, known as Modernism. Dynamic new art 
movements challenging traditional artistic styles 
emerged across Europe: Cubism and Surrealism 

in France; Futurism in Italy; Constructivism in 
the Soviet Union and Expressionism in Germany. 
Expressionism reacted against realism and turned 
toward extreme distortion in its representations to 
express an inner emotional reality. Expressionist 
art often used large shapes of bright, unrealistic 
colours with dark, cartoon-like outlines. Figures 
might be elongated and faces wore grotesque, 
anguished expressions. Buildings might sag or 
lean, with the ground tilted up steeply in defiance 
of traditional perspective. Expressionism had a 
significant impact on German film and many of the 
stylistic features of Expressionism appeared in the 
style and mise-en-scène of what was to become 
known as German Expressionist Cinema.
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The German Film Industry
The emergence of Expressionism in the early 
twentieth century took place against the backdrop 
of a flourishing film industry in Germany. The 
German film industry was organised under a 
studio system that made films for export to the 
international market place, competing with the 
products of Hollywood. In 1917 the main film 
companies merged under the umbrella organisation 
UFA. Despite Germany’s defeat in World War One 
in November 1918 and the economic chaos in the 
years that followed, Germany maintained a strong 
film industry which was second only to Hollywood 
in technical brilliance and international influence 
throughout the 1920’s. 

UFA specialised in the production of historical 
spectacles and costume dramas known as 
“Kolossal film”. Germany’s weak currency made 
these spectacular productions highly competitive 
internationally. In 1919, director Ernest Lubitsch 
used large sets and hundreds of extras to recreate 
the Paris of the French Revolution in his costume 
epic, Madame Dubarry. The film cost the equivalent 
of $40,000 to make in Germany. The same film 
would have cost $500,000 to produce in Holywood. 

According to film historian Mike Budd, another 
key feature of the German film industry was its 
openness to artistic experimentation. “German 
writers, directors, actors, set designers and other 
studio workers were often artistically orientated, in 
contrast to the craft and commercial orientation of 
their Hollywood counterparts. Thus they excelled 
at an artistic stylisation that contrasted with the 
usual realism of American films.” (Budd, 2000)

Premiered in Berlin on 26 February 1920, 
The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari introduced 
Expressionism to the cinema. When it was shown 
around the world the film became an international 
sensation. The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari is now 
considered to be cinema’s first art film as well as 
being an early example of a horror film. 

The film’s international success had an immediate 
effect on the German film industry driving 
production into the large studios and effectively 
halting location shooting. Throughout the 1920s, 
UFA’s Babelsberg Studios on the outskirts of Berlin 
hosted epic productions, building entire forests for 
Die Nibelungen: Siegfried (Fritz Lang, 1923-24) and 
the futuristic city of Metropolis (Fritz Lang, 1926).

Large scale studio productions elevated the role 
of the designer to a prominent place within the 
German film industry. The talented generation of 
designers who emerged within the German studio 
system in the 1920’s would leave their mark on 
Hollywood, as well as the British film industry in 
future decades. 

Expressionist Mise-en-Scène
A major stylistic feature of Expressionism is the 
use of distortion and exaggeration. Expressionist 
techniques are used in the mise-en-scène of The 
Cabinet of Dr Caligari to create a strange and 
distorted world of horror and madness. 

Stylised Settings: The film employs the stylisation 
of Expressionist painting in its studio-built sets, 
with scene after scene featuring twisted buildings 
and deranged perspectives painted on canvas 
backdrops like a theatrical set. These bizarre 
settings draw immediate attention to themselves 
breaking one of the cardinal rules of the “invisible 
style” of classical Hollywood narrative. 

Throughout the film, the stylised expressionist 
settings are used to convey character emotion. In 
the scene where Francis walks down the stairs of the 
police station, his path of light is painted directly 
onto the steps, while strange patches of painted 
light mark the walls. As Mike Budd comments, “If 
we reflect that this character is about to begin the… 
process of solving a murder mystery, the bizarrely 
irrational nature of his surroundings becomes even 
more striking.” (Budd, 2000)

Make-up, Costumes and Acting: Werner Krauss 
as Caligari and Conrad Veidt as Cesare make no 
attempt at realistic performance in Caligari; their 
jerky or dancelike movements, more often than 
not, come across as extreme versions of silent film 
acting. Yet this style of acting was very deliberate. 
The exaggerated acting style was designed to 
match other elements of the film’s stylised mise-
en-scène. So for example, viewed in long shot, the 
gestures of the actors appear dancelike as they 
move and blend into the patterns dictated by the 
sets. In one of Caligari’s most memorable scenes, 
Cesare literally blends in with a forest of artificial 
trees. As David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson 
comment, “His body echoes the tilted tree trunks. 
His arms and hands, their branches and leaves.” 
(Bordwell & Thompson, 2001)
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It is therefore important that such performances 
are not judged by the standards of realism, but 
rather by how they fit into the expressionist mise-
en-scène as a whole. 

The juxtaposition of similar shapes within a 
composition is a key feature of Expressionist 
mise-en-scène. This can seen clearly in the films 
of F. W. Murnau, particularly his gothic horror tale, 
Nosferatu (1922), which features numerous stylised 
compositions in which figures blend in with their 
surroundings. 

Nosferatu, the first major cinematic adaptation of 
Bram Stoker’s novel, Dracula, is celebrated as one of 
the founding works of the Horror genre. The stylised 
movements, costume and make-up of actor Max 
Schreck as the vampire are directly inherited from 
the expressionist stage. 

Film scholar Lotte Eisner describes Murnau’s 
approach to placing his principal character within 
the mise-en-scène, “Murnau created an atmosphere 
of horror by a forward movement of the actors 
towards the camera. The hideous form of the 
vampire approaches with exasperating slowness, 
moving from the extreme depth of one shot towards 
another in which he suddenly becomes enormous. 
Murnau had a complete grasp of the visual power 
that can be won from editing, and the virtuosity 
with which he directs this succession of shots has 
real genius.” (Eisner, 1973)

Expressionist Lighting
Expressionist lighting functions in a similar way to 
stress the links between the characters and their 
surroundings. Most Expressionist films employ a 
relatively simple lighting scheme, illuminating the 
scene from the front and sides to create a flat and 
uneven effect. 

Lighting in Nosferatu: However, to a director 
such as F. W. Murnau, the use of shadows is a key 
expressionist technique. In Nosferatu, the elongated 
shadows of the prowling vampire create one of the 
most influential compositions in horror cinema.

Lighting plays a key role in Nosferatu with many 
scenes shot in a half-light, which renders the edge 
of the frame almost totally black. Murnau combines 
chiaroscuro lighting techniques with production 
design to express a sense of claustrophobia 
and imprisonment. His characters are cleverly 
positioned beneath arches and behind window 
frames to further emphasise this. 

Camera and Editing Techniques
Most German Expressionist filmmakers employ 
camera and editing techniques in an unobtrusive 
manner in order to focus audience attention more 
on the mise-en-scène. 

Editing patterns are simple, closely following 
the rules of the continuity style in their use 
of techniques such as shot reverse shot and 
crosscutting. The Expressionist editing style is 
often slower than classical Hollywood cinema, 
allowing the viewer the necessary time to absorb 
the distinctive compositions created by the 
Expressionist visual style. 

Camera techniques are similarly unobtrusive and 
functional and, as Bordwell and Thompson point 
out, “Camera movement and high or low angles are 
relatively rare, and the camera tends to remain at 
a straight-on angle and an approximately eye-level 
or chest-level height. In a few cases, however, a 
camera angle could create a striking composition 
by juxtaposing actor and decor in an unusual way.” 
(Bordwell and Thompson, 2001)

Camera in The Last Laugh: In The Last Laugh 
(1924), F.W. Murnau explored the expressive potential 
of camera technique to convey the subjective 
experience of a hotel doorman whose self-esteem 
crumbles when he is demoted from his job. The 
director uses close-ups, POV shots, extreme camera 
angles, daring camera movements, a distorting lens, 
superimpositions and a dream sequence to portray 
the emotional and psychological turmoil suffered by 
the elderly man. These techniques present the man’s 
world not as it is, but as he sees it, distorted by his 
anxious mental state. 

The constant movement of the camera throughout 
the film begins with a high angle viewpoint from 
an elevator descending, before a dynamic tracking 
movement sweeps through the hotel lobby taking 
us along on its forward journey through the 
revolving doors. 

When a nosey neighbour discovers that the former 
doorman has been downgraded to the position of 
a lowly toilet attendant, the director conveys the 
sudden shock through a fast tracking shot into an 
extreme close-up of the woman’s face. 
In a later scene, the director communicates the 
doorman’s drunken state and dizziness through 
a POV shot of the room spinning (achieved by the 
cameraman staggering around the room with the 
camera strapped to his chest). 
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Murnau’s experiments with a moving camera were a 
first for cinema. In The Last Laugh Murnau achieves 
an expressionistic distortion of the cinematic 
world that is every bit as effective as the painted 
expressionist sets of Caligari. 

Expressionist Narrative and Themes
In choosing subject matter for their films, 
Expressionist filmmakers drew upon the literary 
traditions of German romanticism to find stories 
and characters that matched the Expressionist 
style. The vampire Nosferatu, the mad scientist 
Rotwang, the robot Maria and the sinister Doctor 
Caligari are all figures of authority who threaten 
the freedom of the individual and society. 

The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari motivates the strange 
distorted world of the film by using a narrator who is 
revealed at the end of the story to be insane. Frame 
stories such as this were a popular narrative choice 
with Expressionist filmmakers. Nosferatu is narrated 
by the historian of Bremen, the German town where 
much of the film takes place. 

Many Expressionist films journey into the past 
and feature fantasy or horror stories. 

Visions of the future in Metropolis: One of the 
most famous and influential Expressionist films 
is set in a futuristic city where oppressed workers 
labour in huge underground factories. Director Fritz 
Lang’s Metropolis (1926) was avant-garde in its 
artistic inspiration, reflecting all the major artistic 
schools and contemporary trends in its design work, 
including Dadaism, Surrealism, Bauhaus, Cubism 
and Expressionism. 

It is the futuristic vision of “the age of the machine” 
at the heart of the film which has earned Metropolis 
its deserved reputation as one of the twentieth 
century’s major works of art. According to film 
critic Heide Schonemann, “In the 1920’s, the 
Expressionist imagery of technology as a nightmare 
existed side by side with the Constructivist 
fascination with technology – both found their 
place in avant-garde art. In Metropolis too, this is 
not an element to be underestimated. The beauty 
and horror of the machine excited many artists.” 
(Schonemann, 1992)
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